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Over-
view

- Students will
develop the skills  to
demonstrate
knowledge of
health and safety
and a range of
practical skills when
cooking.
-They will be
introduced to and
begin to
understand ‘The
Eatwell Guide’ and
why it is important
to eat a balanced
diet.
-They will be able to
identify the
equipment used
when cooking and
employ safety rules
throughout their
practical work. They
will begin to
understand the
functions of
ingredients used
and understand the
nutritional benefits
of different foods.
-They will be
introduced to and
understand the
different cooking
methods – key
ingredients,

-Students will continue
to develop the skills
needed to demonstrate
knowledge of health
and safety and a range
of practical skills when
cooking and revise
previous skills learned.
-They will continue to
deepen their
understanding of the
Eatwell Guide and why
it is important to eat a
balanced diet whilst
deepening their
knowledge in regard to
nutrition and the
function of nutrients in
the body.
-They will be able to
identify the equipment
used when cooking
more independently
and employ safety rules
and time management
skills throughout their
practical work.
-They will deepen their
understanding of  the
functions of ingredients
used and understand
the nutritional benefits
of different foods in
more detail.
-Reduce, reuse, recycle
introduced to link to

-Students will continue
to develop the skills
needed to demonstrate
knowledge of health
and safety and a range
of practical skills when
cooking and cement
previous skills learned.
-Hygiene knowledge will
be revised and input
deepened to link more
closely with UNIT 1 of
The Hospitality and
Catering exam LO4
-Hospitality and
Catering – the exam
element Unit 1. L01
Knowledge – structure
of the industry, job roles
and requirements,
L02 Knowledge –
kitchen operation (front
and back of house),
meeting customer
needs and
requirements.
-Nutrition revised to link
to UNIT 2 LO1 and
‘Special Diets’
introduced linking to
UNIT 2 LO1
Time Plans introduced
to link to LO3
Sustainability,
Seasonality, Ethics and
Food Wastage

BOARD - WJEC
COURSE - HOSPITALITY
AND CATERING LEVEL
1/2
The course aims to
enable students to gain
a good foundation of
knowledge,
understanding and the
skills that are required
by the Hospitality and
Catering industry.
Students will have the
opportunity to develop
a variety of skills,
including food
preparation and
cooking skills,
organisation, time
management,
planning,
communication and
problem solving.

The course is made up
of two units :

Year 10 - UNIT 1
The Hospitality and
Catering Industry.
Theory and Practical
based.
Externally assessed with
written or e-assessed
theory exam - 40%

BOARD - WJEC
COURSE - HOSPITALITY
AND CATERING LEVEL 1/2
The course aims to enable
students to gain a good
foundation of knowledge,
understanding and the
skills that are required by
the Hospitality and
Catering industry.
Students will have the
opportunity to develop a
variety of skills, including
food preparation and
cooking skills,
organisation, time
management, planning,
communication and
problem solving.

Year 11 - UNIT 2
Hospitality and Catering
in action
NEA based internal
assessment, including 3
hour practical exam - 60%
Students are able to resit
UNIT 1 exam in the
Summer Term if required.

Students will learn about -

● Planning,
preparing
cooking and
serving a variety



processes, examples
and evaluate
products cooked
and suggest how
they can be
improved through
self, peer and
teacher assessment
using WJEC
grading and
‘student speak’
criteria. .
.
All practical Skills
link to Hospitality
and Catering Unit 2,
L03
Developing
character,
confidence,
resilience and
knowledge -
Working in small
groups and pairs in
practical lessons
encourages pupils
to co-operate with
each other and
problem solve to
resolve or avoid any
issues that may
arise.

UNIT 2 Hospitality and
Catering...
-They will
understand and
employ the correct
cooking methods more
independently  – key
ingredients, processes,
examples and evaluate
products cooked and
suggest how they can
be improved through
self, peer and teacher
assessment using
WJEC grading and
‘student speak’ criteria.
.
All practical Skills link to
Hospitality and
Catering Unit 2, L03
Developing character,
confidence, resilience
and knowledge -
Working in small
groups and pairs in
practical lessons
encourages pupils to
co-operate with each
other and problem
solve to resolve or avoid
any issues that may
arise.

introduced to link to
UNIT 2 LO2
-Regular assessments
through LTR and
introduction of Past
paper exam questions
linking to theory.
Practical lessons to
focus more closely on
‘presentation’, a key
element to achieving
higher grades in the
UNIT 2 Hospitality and
Catering Practical
exam.
-Regular Evaluation
and Assessment of
practical skills using
WJEC grading using
‘student speak’ criteria. .
All practical Skills link to
Hospitality and Catering
Unit 2, L03
Developing character,
confidence, resilience
and knowledge -
Working in small groups
and pairs in practical
lessons encourages
pupils to co-operate
with each other and
problem solve to resolve
or avoid any issues that
may arise.

Students will learn
about -

● All the different
parts of the
Hospitality and
Catering
Industry

● Different types
of Hospitality
and Catering
establishments
and job roles.

● Different types
of Hospitality
provision for
particular
situations

● Front of house
and kitchen
operations

● The needs and
requirements
of customers

● What makes
hospitality and
catering
businesses
successful

● Issues relating
to nutrition
and food
safety

For the assessment -

Students will gain
knowledge of all parts
of the industry and be
able to propose new
hospitality and catering
provision for a
particular location. They
will be able to identify
different types of

of nutritional
dishes in a safe
and hygienic
manner, that are
suitable for
different
situations and
customer needs
and
requirements.

For the NEA :

Students are given a brief
in which they need to
complete all of the
Assessment Criteria; this
will form the students
coursework, along with a
practical assessment.
Knowledge gained over
KS3 and Unit 1 will be used
in this piece of assessed
work - safe and hygienic
food preparation, cooking
and presentation of
nutritional dishes as well
as the application of
knowledge in regard to
different types of provision,
kitchen and front of house
operations and personal
safety in the kitchen.

3 Learning Outcomes (LO)
are covered in UNIT 2,
broken down into
Assessment Criteria (AC).



establishments and job
roles to determine the
best option. They will
use knowledge gained
over the course to
determine how the
proposed hospitality
and catering provision
will operate efficiently,
legally and financially
viably whilst meeting
the needs of potential
customers.

5 Learning Outcomes
(LO) are covered in UNIT
1, broken down into
Assessment Criteria
(AC).

Half
Term 1

1st Half Term

Super Skills and
Healthy Eating’

- What is
Hospitality &
Catering?
- Written Baseline
Test
- Basic Hygiene &
Safety
- Knife Skills
- Introduction to
Healthy Eating
- Evaluation of
each dish
prepared.

Practicals

- Chopping Skills,
Knife Safety,
washing up and

1st Half Term

‘Delicious Food from
around the World
and Super Skills’

- Revise Hygiene and
Safety Rules
- Written Baseline
Test
- Revise Knife Skills
- Introduce ‘The
Eatwell Guide’ and
revise ‘Healthy Eating’.
-  Introduce 8 Steps to
Healthy Living.
- Evaluation of each
dish prepared.

Practicals

- Revise Chopping
Skills, Knife Safety,
washing up and
classroom procedures

1st Half Term

‘Master Chef and
Maitre De’

- Revise Hygiene and
Safety Rules and
introduce microbes,
theory re: Food
Poisoning and ‘The 4
C’s’.
- Baseline Practical
Test - ‘Brilliant Bread
Rolls’
- Job roles within
Hospitality and
Catering - Kitchen
Brigade and Front of
House - Customer
Service
- Special Diets and
Needs
- Evaluation of each
dish prepared.

YEAR 10 - UNIT 1

LO1 Understand the
environment in which
hospitality and
catering providers
operate.

- AC 1.1 Describe
the structure
of the
Hospitality
and Catering
Industry.

- AC 1.2 Analyse
job
Requirements
within the
Hospitality
and Catering
industry.

- AC 1.3
Describe
working

Year 11 - UNIT 2

START MOCK NEA

LO1 Understand the
importance of nutrition
when planning menus

LO2 Understand menu
planning

LO3 Be able to cook
dishes

November Assessment -
Mock Practical

On-going assessment
through LTR’s and Past
Paper questioning of

UNIT 2

Practicals - Revision of



classroom
procedures
- Rainbow Fruit
Salad
- Ravishing
Ratatouille

- Super Sensational
Stir Fry with Chicken/
Quorn
- Curly Whirly Pizza
Wheels

Practicals

- Beautiful Bread Rolls
- half dough frozen for
Pizzas (Practical
Baseline Test)
- Perfect Pizza
- Chilli con Carne

conditions of
different job
roles across
the Hospitality
and Catering
Industry.

- AC 1.4 Explain
factors
affecting the
success of
hospitality
and catering
providers.

End of Unit/school
assessment

Practicals -
Introductory Skills

- High Skilled
Chopping
Skills, Soup
and Croutons

- Choux Pastry
Challenge!

- Fresh Pasta
and Super
Sauce

Practical Skills

- Pastry
- Pasta
- Bread
- Meat skills
- Sauces
- Cake making
- Vegetable, salad

and fruit
preparation and
cooking

- Fish Filleting
- Chicken Filleting
- Presentation

Skills

Half
Term 2

2nd Half Term

‘Fabulously Festive
Food!’

(Winter/Spring/
Summer

- Oven and Hob
Safety and Licence
-Health and

2nd Half Term

‘Amazing Delicacies’
Winter

-Weighing and
Measuring
-Step by Step Nutrition
- Revise ‘The Eatwell

2nd Half Term

‘HGSA Bake Off’
Winter

- ‘Refresher’ - A
Balanced Diet.
- Food Labelling and
Healthy Eating with

Year 10 - Complete LO1
and introduce LO2
Understand how
hospitality and
catering provision
operates

- AC 2.1
Describe the

WORK ON MOCK NEA

LO1 Understand the
importance of nutrition
when planning menus

LO2 Understand menu
planning

LO3 Be able to cook



Hygiene
-Dietary Needs -
The Eatwell Guide

End of Unit Test

Practicals

- Pizza Monsters
- Spicy
Chicken/Quorn
Goujon Dippers
- Thumb Print
Biscuits and
Presentation Box
Challenge!
(Christmas/ Easter/
Summer)

Guide’, introduce
Macro/Micro
Nutrients.
-3 R’s

End of Unit Test

Practicals

- Cheesy
Frittata

- Pasta Bake
- Cupcake

Challenge!
(Christmas/ Easter/
Summer)

Shortcrust Pastry
Demo or video
- The Cheesecake
Challenge Research
and Design -
Decorative Techniques
Demo or video
- End of Term
Assessment

Practicals

-Sausage/ Cheese and
Onion Rolls
-Jam Tarts/ Mince Pies
-The Cheesecake
Challenge! (Christmas/
Easter/ Summer)

operation of
the kitchen

- AC 2.2
Describe the
operation of
the front of
house

- AC 2.3 Explain
how
hospitality
and catering
provision
meet
customer
requirements

End of Unit
Assessment

Practicals -
Presentation Skills

- Pineapple
Upside down
cake with
fresh custard

- Fish Filleting
and Fish Dish -
Hassleback//D
uchesse
Potatoes and
sauce making.

- Mini
Christmas
Cake Bake
and
Decoration

dishes

Practicals - Revision of
Practical Skills

- Pastry
- Pasta
- Bread
- Meat skills
- Sauces
- Cake making
- Vegetable, salad

and fruit
preparation and
cooking

- Fish Filleting
- Chicken Filleting
- Presentation

Skills

MOCK NEA COMPLETED

Half
Term 3

3rd Half Term

Super Skills and
Healthy Eating’

- What is

3rd Half Term

‘Delicious Food from
around the World
and Super Skills’

- Revise Hygiene and

3rd Half Term

Sustainability,
Seasonality and

Batters!
- Sustainability in food

Year 10 - Complete LO2
and introduce LO3
Understand how
hospitality and
catering provision
meets health and

START EXAM BOARD NEA

7 HOUR CONTROLLED
ASSESSMENT

2 HOUR PRACTICAL



Hospitality &
Catering?
- Written Baseline
Test
- Basic Hygiene &
Safety
- Knife Skills
- Introduction to
Healthy Eating
- Evaluation of
each dish
prepared.

Practicals

- Chopping Skills,
Knife Safety,
washing up and
classroom
procedures
- Rainbow Fruit
Salad
- Ravishing
Ratatouille

Safety Rules
- Written Baseline
Test
- Revise Knife Skills
- Introduce ‘The
Eatwell Guide’ and
revise ‘Healthy Eating’.
-  Introduce 8 Steps to
Healthy Living.
- Evaluation of each
dish prepared.

Practicals

- Revise Chopping
Skills, Knife Safety,
washing up and
classroom procedures
- Super Sensational
Stir Fry with Chicken/
Quorn
- Curly Whirly Pizza
Wheels

production, the
kitchen and at home.
- Ethics and Food
Waste
- Seasonality and Local
Produce
- Toad in the Hole Time
Plan

END OF UNIT TEST

Practicals

- Mini Toad in the Hole
- American Pancakes,

Sweet or Savoury
- Your Favourite

English Pancake -
Presentation

Challenge!

safety requirements

- AC 3.1
Describe the
personal
safety
responsibilitie
s in the
workplace

- AC 3.2 Identify
risks to
personal
safety in
hospitality
and catering

- AC 3.3
Recommend
personal
safety control
measures for
hospitality
and catering
provision.

End of Unit
Assessment

Practicals - Chicken
Skills

- Chicken
Filleting -
Leftovers for
Chasseur
Stock

- Chicken
Chasseur

- Chicken Kiev,
Fondant
Potato and
prepared
vegetables.

- Barbeque

Theory
Revision of UNIT 2

REVISE LO1 Understand
the environment in which
hospitality and catering
providers operate.

- AC 1.1 Describe
the structure of
the Hospitality
and Catering
Industry.

- AC 1.2 Analyse
job
Requirements
within the
Hospitality and
Catering
industry.

- AC 1.3 Describe
working
conditions of
different job
roles across the
Hospitality and
Catering
Industry.

- AC 1.4 Explain
factors affecting
the success of
hospitality and
catering
providers.

EXAM BOARD NEA
COMPLETED AND

MARKED



Chicken
Wings, spicy
sweet potato
wedges and
homemade
Coleslaw with
fresh
Mayonnaise.

Half
Term 4

4th Half Term

‘Fabulously Festive
Food!’

SPRING/EASTER

- Oven and Hob
Safety and Licence
-Health and
Hygiene
-Dietary Needs -
The Eatwell Guide

End of Unit Test

Practicals

- Pizza Monsters
- Spicy
Chicken/Quorn
Goujon Dippers
- Thumb Print
Biscuits and
Presentation Box
Challenge!
(Christmas/ Easter/
Summer)

4th Half Term

‘Amazing Delicacies’
SPRING/EASTER

-Weighing and
Measuring
-Step by Step Nutrition
- Revise ‘The Eatwell
Guide’, introduce
Macro/Micro
Nutrients.
-3 R’s

End of Unit Test

Practicals

- Cheesy
Frittata

- Pasta Bake
- Cupcake

Challenge!
(Christmas/ Easter/
Summer)

4th Term

‘Master Chef and
Maitre De’

- Revise Hygiene and
Safety Rules and
introduce microbes,
theory re: Food
Poisoning and ‘The 4
C’s’.
- Baseline Practical
Test - ‘Brilliant Bread
Rolls’
- Job roles within
Hospitality and
Catering - Kitchen
Brigade and Front of
House - Customer
Service
- Special Diets and
Needs
- Evaluation of each
dish prepared.

Practicals

- Beautiful Bread Rolls
- half dough frozen for
Pizzas (Practical
Baseline Test)
- Perfect Pizza

Year 10 - LO4 Know
how food can cause ill
health.

- AC4.1 Describe
food-related
causes of ill
health

- AC 4.2
Describe the
role and
responsibilitie
s of the
environmental
health Officer
(EHO)

- AC 4.3
Describe food
safety
legislation

- AC 4.4
Describe
common
types of food
poisoning

- AC 4.5
Describe the
symptoms of
food-induced
ill health

End of Unit
assessment

REVISE LO2 Understand
how hospitality and
catering provision
operates

- AC 2.1 Describe
the operation of
the kitchen

- AC 2.2 Describe
the operation of
the front of
house

- AC 2.3 Explain
how hospitality
and catering
provision meet
customer
requirements



- Chilli con Carne
Practicals - Egg Skills
and Tunnocks Tea
Cake Challenge

- Tunnocks Tea
Cake
Challenge

- Meringue
Kisses and
Lemon Curd

- Scotch Egg,
Triple Cooked
Chips and
dressed salad

- 1 hour egg
challenge!

Half
Term 5

5th Half Term

Super Skills and
Healthy Eating’

- What is
Hospitality &
Catering?
- Written Baseline
Test
- Basic Hygiene &
Safety
- Knife Skills
- Introduction to
Healthy Eating
- Evaluation of
each dish
prepared.

Practicals

- Chopping Skills,
Knife Safety,
washing up and

5th Half Term

‘Delicious Food from
around the World
and Super Skills’

- Revise Hygiene and
Safety Rules
- Written Baseline
Test
- Revise Knife Skills
- Introduce ‘The
Eatwell Guide’ and
revise ‘Healthy Eating’.
-  Introduce 8 Steps to
Healthy Living.
- Evaluation of each
dish prepared.

Practicals

- Revise Chopping
Skills, Knife Safety,
washing up and
classroom procedures

5th  Half Term

‘HGSA Bake Off’
Summer

- ‘Refresher’ - A
Balanced Diet.
- Food Labelling and
Healthy Eating with
Shortcrust Pastry
Demo or video
- The Cheesecake
Challenge Research
and Design -
Decorative Techniques
Demo or video
- End of Term
Assessment

Practicals

-Sausage/ Cheese and
Onion Rolls
-Jam Tarts/ Mince Pies
-The Cheesecake

Year 10 - LO5 Be able to
propose a hospitality
and catering provision
to meet specific
requirements

AC 5.1 Review options
for hospitality and
catering provision
AC 5.2 Recommend
options for hospitality
provision

REVIEW AND
COMPLETE ANY
INCOMPLETE LO’s

End of Unit
Assessment

Practicals - Sweet
Teats

- Shortcrust

REVISE - LO3 Understand
how hospitality and
catering provision meets
health and safety
requirements

- AC 3.1 Describe
the personal
safety
responsibilities
in the workplace

- AC 3.2 Identify
risks to personal
safety in
hospitality and
catering

- AC 3.3
Recommend
personal safety
control measures
for hospitality
and catering
provision.



classroom
procedures
- Rainbow Fruit
Salad
- Ravishing
Ratatouille

- Super Sensational
Stir Fry with Chicken/
Quorn
- Curly Whirly Pizza
Wheels

Challenge! (Christmas/
Easter/ Summer)

Pastry and
Creme
Patisserie
Fruit Tarts

- Swiss Rolls
- Hotel

Chocolate -
Truffles and
fondant
Chocolates

Half
Term 6

6th Half Term

‘Fabulously Festive
Food!’

Summer

- Oven and Hob
Safety and Licence
-Health and
Hygiene
-Dietary Needs -
The Eatwell Guide

End of Unit Test

Practicals

- Pizza Monsters
- Spicy
Chicken/Quorn
Goujon Dippers
- Thumb Print
Biscuits and
Presentation Box
Challenge!
(Christmas/ Easter/
Summer)

6th Half Term

‘Amazing Delicacies’
SPRING/EASTER

-Weighing and
Measuring
-Step by Step Nutrition
- Revise ‘The Eatwell
Guide’, introduce
Macro/Micro
Nutrients.
-3 R’s

End of Unit Test

Practicals

- Cheesy
Frittata

- Pasta Bake
- Cupcake

Challenge!
(Christmas/ Easter/
Summer)

6th Half Term

Sustainability,
Seasonality and

Batters!
- Sustainability in food
production, the
kitchen and at home.
- Ethics and Food
Waste
- Seasonality and Local
Produce
- Toad in the Hole Time
Plan

END OF UNIT TEST

Practicals

- Mini Toad in the Hole
- American Pancakes,

Sweet or Savoury
- Your Favourite

English Pancake -
Presentation

Challenge!

EXAM REVISION AND
PAST PAPER PRACTICE

EXAM REVISION AND
PAST PAPER PRACTICE



SMSC Students are
encouraged to be
imaginative when
creating their own
dishes to a given
brief. They will
evaluate practical
outcomes and
reflect on what
went well and how
products can be
improved.
Students
understand what is
expected in terms of
their behaviour and
actions and the
associated
consequences,
particularly in a
practical
environment where
there is a higher
level of risk.
Creativity is
demonstrated
through the
demonstration of
dishes that they are
encouraged to
present and
garnish.
Food waste -
composting of
ingredients, using
leftovers and
minimal food waste
is encouraged.
Unused ingredients
to be taken home
and dishes NOT
forgotten at the end

Students are
encouraged to be
imaginative when
creating their own
dishes to a given brief.
They will evaluate
practical outcomes and
reflect on what went
well and how products
can be improved.
Some discussion
encourages pupils to
share views on a range
of moral and ethical
issues and consider the
viewpoints of others eg
free range,
vegetarian/vegan, fair
trade.
Pupils understand
what is expected in
terms of their
behaviour and actions
and the associated
consequences,
particularly in a
practical environment
where there is a higher
level of risk.
How new technology
has allowed for a wider
variety of food products
to be available eg
vegan/vegetarian meat
alternatives due to the
manufacturing
processes and
ingredients available.
Creativity is
demonstrated through
the demonstration of
dishes that they are

Awareness and
knowledge of different
religions and or cultures
and how this impacts
food choices linked with
foods around the world
eg different diets,
religious festivals
Students are
encouraged to be
imaginative when
creating their own
dishes to a given brief.
They will evaluate
practical outcomes and
reflect on what went
well and how products
can be improved.
Discussion encourages
students to share views
on a range of moral and
ethical issues and
consider the viewpoints
of others eg free range,
vegetarian/vegan, fair
trade.
Students  understand
what is expected in
terms of their behaviour
and actions and the
associated
consequences,
particularly in a
practical environment
where there is a higher
level of risk.
Understanding of
current affairs within
society eg food poverty,
food waste.
How new technology
has allowed for a wider

Students will develop a
deeper awareness and
knowledge of different
religions and or cultures
and how this impacts
food choices linked with
foods around the world
eg different diets,
religious festivals.
Students are
encouraged to be
imaginative and more
independent when
creating their own
dishes to a given brief.
They will evaluate
practical outcomes and
reflect on what went
well and how products
can be improved, as
well as logging skills
used.
Students understand
what is expected in
terms of their behaviour
and actions and the
associated
consequences,
particularly in a
practical environment
where there is a higher
level of risk. They are
expected to work as
independently as
possible.
A deeper
Understanding of
current affairs within
society eg food poverty,
food waste.
How new technology
and society  food trends



of the day. encouraged to present
and garnish.
Food waste -
composting of
ingredients, using
leftovers and minimal
food waste is
encouraged. Unused
ingredients to be taken
home and dishes NOT
forgotten at the end of
the day.

variety of food products
to be available eg
vegan/vegetarian meat
alternatives due to the
manufacturing
processes and
ingredients available.
Creativity is
demonstrated through
the demonstration of
dishes that they are
encouraged to present
and garnish.
Seasonal foods and an
understanding of the
cost and environmental
implications when
eating foods that are
not in season.
Food waste -
composting of
ingredients, using
leftovers and minimal
food waste is
encouraged. Unused
ingredients to be taken
home and dishes NOT
forgotten at the end of
the day.
Free range and organic
foods, fair trade,
sustainable fishing.
Environmental issues -
meat free meals,
shopping locally to
reduce food miles,
packaging and
recycling

has allowed for a wider
variety of food products
to be available eg
vegan/vegetarian meat
alternatives due to the
manufacturing
processes and
ingredients available.
Creativity is
demonstrated through
the demonstration of
dishes that they are
encouraged to present
and garnish.
Seasonal foods and an
understanding of the
cost and environmental
implications when
eating foods that are
not in season.
Food waste -
composting of
ingredients, using
leftovers and minimal
food waste is
encouraged. Unused
ingredients to be taken
home and dishes NOT
forgotten at the end of
the day.
Free range and organic
foods, fair trade,
sustainable fishing.
Environmental issues -
meat free meals,
shopping locally to
reduce food miles,
packaging and
recycling.

CIAG Careers: Front of House staff/manager,
Kitchen Staff/ Head Chef, Hospitality and
Catering business owner, Food
teaching/lecturing, Nutritionist, Food



Developer, Butcher, Baker, Patissiere, Food
journalist/writer/critic, Food Technologist,
Production Manager, Procurement Manager,
Dietician, Food Scientist, Supplier, event
management, Military Chef

Future
learning

Post 18:
Apprenticeships -
Front of House and
in kitchen
College courses
Degrees in many
areas of food and
Hospitality
Military training -
Chef


